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ABSTRACT

1

Online services all seek to provide their customers
with the best Quality of Experience (QoE) possible.
Milliseconds of delay can cause users to abandon a cat
video or move onto a different shopping site, which
translates into lost revenue. Thus, minimizing latency
between users and content is crucial. To reduce latency,
content and cloud providers have built massive, global
networks. However, their networks must interact with customer ISPs via BGP, which has no concept of performance.

Online services deeply care about offering low latency access
to their clients, as studies have found that latency strongly
correlates with clients’ QoE [17]. Therefore, many large content and cloud providers have infrastructure spanning the
globe with Points of Presence (PoPs) at many locations,
interconnected by a private Wide Area Network (WAN).
These providers also connect with many Autonomous Systems (ASes) at each PoP in order to ensure rich connectivity
with the public Internet.
To make the most of such a global deployment, optimizing
any client’s perceived performance when communicating
with a service depends on several decisions that the service
provider makes regarding routing traffic from the client to
the service and back. These decisions include:
• Given PoPs in many locations, the provider must determine which PoP it should direct any particular client’s
request to.
• At the PoP from which the service’s response egresses
the provider’s network, given the connectivity to many
ISPs at each PoP, the service provider must select
which among multiple routes from that PoP to the
client the response should be forwarded along.
• Lastly, in cases where the client is distant from the
PoP at which her request is served, the provider must
choose whether to route the response across its private
WAN to egress at a PoP near the client, as opposed to
relying on the public Internet to forward the response
back from the serving PoP.
By default, these decisions are driven by the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), the Internet’s de-facto routing protocol.
However, BGP’s strategy for selecting from a set of routes is
performance-oblivious. As prior studies have noted [18, 28],
none of the criteria BGP uses for selecting among paths (e.g.,
prefer peering over transit, prefer paths with fewer AS-level
hops, do hot potato routing, etc.) directly correlate with performance. Many studies from over a decade ago explored the
inefficiency of BGP routing. These revealed that an alternate
path had lower latency than the one chosen by BGP 30–80%
of the time [22], with a reduction of 20% on average, and
substantially more in many cases [1, 2, 20–22].
Over the last several years, many large content and cloud
providers (such as Facebook, Google, and Microsoft) have
put in significant effort to route traffic from/to clients in
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a manner that offers better performance than what BGP
would by default. Examples include Facebook’s Edge Fabric
for selecting among egress routes at any of their PoPs [25];
Akamai and Google using DNS to direct clients to a nearby
PoP [11, 32], rather than relying on BGP anycast [6]; and
Google’s use of Espresso [31] to route cloud traffic via its
private WAN as opposed to the public Internet.
While descriptions and evaluations of some of these efforts
to outdo BGP have been described in separate full-length
papers [6, 11, 24, 25, 31], our goal in this paper is to point
out a rather surprising takeaway that is easy to miss when
looking at each of these papers in isolation: across settings,
BGP does not fare that badly after all in terms of selecting
low latency paths. We rely upon three large-scale studies
that, in three different settings, isolate the benefit over BGP
of performance-aware routing systems developed by some of
the largest content providers on the Internet. We conducted
two of the studies in collaboration with the providers and
published them previously [6, 24], with the results in this
paper representing a small fraction of the papers’ analyses.
We conduct a third supplemental study.
The three studies exercise different stages of content serving, and our overarching observation is that, in all cases,
performance-aware routing provided little benefit over BGP
in terms of latency. Indeed, put together, the results show
that, although the aforementioned routing control systems
have some benefit, latency with BGP-selected routes is good
enough for the most part. In hindsight, and in combination
with the hypotheses we posit and explore in this paper, these
results may appear obvious. However, they are not what
we would have predicted in advance; in all three cases, we
expected to see more advantage to performance-aware decisions over BGP, based on earlier literature and our own
understanding of the setting, honed both from our work and
from collaborations with large content providers.
In light of the above, we call for the community to revisit
the common assumption that one must necessarily work
around BGP in order to optimize performance over the Internet. Instead, we ought to ask: despite BGP’s path selection
being performance-oblivious, why have large content and
cloud providers found it hard to beat the performance that
BGP offers?
Our goal here is not to present new results to answer
this question; most of the results we present are ones already included in papers that describe the routing control
systems we reference. Each of the earlier studies goes deeper
into architectures and/or analysis of an individual setting,
and the contribution of this paper is in considering them
holistically. This paper is a first step in enumerating several
hypotheses for explaining BGP’s admirable ability to offer
good performance. For some of these hypotheses, we can
tell whether they are true or not based on the characteristics
of the settings in which content providers have attempted
to outdo BGP. For other potential explanations, we describe
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open questions, future studies that must be conducted to
address them, and associated challenges.

2

SETTING THE STAGE

To improve performance for end-users of their services, large
content and cloud providers have built out private infrastructure. To serve clients over short geographic distances and
limit propagation delay, they host servers at locations worldwide and strive to serve clients from nearby [4]. They build
out their own private WANs to interconnect their server
locations and to extend their network to maintain control of
traffic for much of its route towards end-users [31]. At each
location, they interconnect with many networks to establish
route diversity and short routes to many end-users [8, 25, 30].
However, building this infrastructure alone does not guarantee low latency performance. The infrastructure provides
options (of routes, of servers, of ingress/egress locations into
the WANs on paths between clients and servers), and good
use of the options is required for low latency.

2.1

BGP’s Route Selection is
Performance-Oblivious

A challenge with making good use of the options is that Internet routing is not performance-aware. First, no one entity
has complete control or visibility over the end-to-end route.
Second, BGP, the Internet’s inter-domain routing protocol,
is oblivious to performance and performance changes [25].
BGP’s obliviousness creates well-known challenges to each
choice of how to use provider infrastructure. BGP anycast
can be used to steer a client to one of the many server locations, but it is known to not always pick nearby servers [18].
BGP can choose circuitous routes between the edge of the
provider’s network and the client [28]. A router at the edge
can select a path that is persistently bad or experiencing
transient problems or congestion [25].

2.2

Providers Build Performance-Aware
Control Systems

To sidestep the performance-obliviousness of BGP routing,
content providers built sophisticated control systems that use
performance measurements to serve clients via low-latency
options. Akamai [11], Google [4], Facebook [25], and other
providers use unicast to route a client’s request to a particular
serving site, rather than using anycast and relying on BGP
to pick. For example, the provider can measure performance
from clients to different servers by spraying background
requests [7], then use their authoritative DNS servers to resolve a client lookup to the unicast address of a server found
to perform well for that client [7]. Providers like Google
built controllers that direct outgoing responses to particular
egress routers and routes, using performance measurements
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to inform the decisions [31]. Coupled with Google’s worldwide WAN, such a system can supplant BGP’s performanceoblivious routing with performance-aware routing for much
of the path from server to client.

2.3

Evaluating Performance-Aware Routing

To isolate the benefit of performance-aware routing over
BGP, we rely upon datasets from three settings where we
evaluated performance-aware routing in different stages of
content serving. We describe the settings here and defer
descriptions of datasets and analyses to §3.
2.3.1 Performance-aware route selection at each PoP. We
first consider Facebook, a content provider with dozens of
PoPs around the world. Most clients are close to a PoP;
based on geolocation of clients, half of all traffic is to clients
within 500km of the serving PoP, which translates to as little as 5ms RTT, and 90% is to clients within 2500km and
on the same continent [24]. For most clients, the PoP serving the client has at least three routes to the client’s prefix: routes announced by one or more peers, and routes announced by two or more transit providers. Facebook employs a traffic monitoring and management system to enable performance-aware routing, which may override the
performance-agnostic routing of BGP [25].
2.3.2 DNS redirection to outperform anycast. Second, we
consider BGP’s performance for an anycast Content Delivery
Network (CDN), where it must select between multiple sites,
some of which may be near and others far. We examine the
dataset from an earlier paper that instrumented Microsoft’s
CDN in 2015, when it had a few dozen front-end server locations [6]. Microsoft uses anycast in production, announcing
the same prefix from all locations, and BGP steers a client
request to a particular front-end location. Most clients have
several nearby front-ends: the median distance of the nearest front-end is 280 km, of the second nearest is 700 km,
and of fourth nearest is 1300 km. The earlier study injected
measurements into Bing results directing clients to fetch
objects from multiple unicast server locations. It used these
measurements to compare the performance of anycast to
measurement-driven schemes that use DNS to direct clients
to the best performing unicast server.
2.3.3 Use of private WAN to beat the public Internet.
Lastly, we report on a recent measurement study we
conducted to evaluate Google’s tiered networking services,
which gives us a unique opportunity to quantify how the
performance of routes across the public Internet compares
with ones that utilize the cloud provider’s private WAN.
Google offers two networking tiers for its cloud services: (1)
Premium Tier, in which it uses its WAN to ingress/egress
traffic near to the client, and (2) Standard Tier, in which it
forces traffic to ingress/egress near the cloud data center
and use the public Internet the rest of the way [15].
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3

WHEN AND WHY IS BGP
HARD TO BEAT?

In all three of the settings above, measurements summarized
in this section reveal that the efforts to outperform BGP
showed little latency benefit. Next, we examine the datasets
and consider several potential explanations. Where available,
we discuss results which either support or rule out certain
explanations. In other cases, we describe open questions that
should be addressed to test the hypotheses we present and
the challenges involved in conducting these studies.

3.1

Performance-Aware Routing Provides
Little Benefit over BGP (at a PoP)

To analyze the first setting, in which performance-aware
routing is performed independently at every PoP (§2.3.1),
we borrow a dataset and analysis from a recent measurement study of traffic at Facebook [24]. The dataset contains
ten days of data from load balancers at all of Facebook’s
PoPs around the world. A sampled subset of client HTTP
sessions are sprayed across different egress routes, including
BGP’s most preferred, second-most preferred, and third-most
preferred path that a PoP has to each client prefix. These
measurements let us compare the performance of BGP’s preferred route versus an omniscient performance-aware route
controller that always uses the path with the best instantaneous performance. The dataset contains TCP’s MinRTT
measurement for hundreds of trillions of HTTP sessions
from billions of unique client IP addresses spread across
more than 200 countries. Within each 15 minute window,
we group the measurements by ⟨PoP, prefix, route⟩ to find
the median MinRTT for each route and weigh the results by
total traffic volume (bytes transferred).
The route selected by BGP performs the best for most traffic. Facebook’s standard (performance-agnostic) BGP routing policy prefers private peers with dedicated capacity first,
then public peers, and finally transit providers; and chooses
shorter paths over longer ones [24]. The line in Figure 1
shows the difference in performance of the route preferred
by this BGP policy to the performance of the best performing
alternate route, and the shaded region shows the distribution
of the lower and upper bounds of the confidence intervals
around the performance difference. Values < 0 indicate a
preferred BGP route that outperforms alternate routes. For
the vast majority of traffic, BGP performs better than or
roughly as well as the best alternative. Median MinRTT can
be improved by 5ms or more for only 2–4% of traffic. We find
qualitatively similar results for bandwidth (not shown).
3.1.1 BGP is good enough when all route options degrade
together. From a specific PoP to a client prefix, a performanceaware routing control system can do better than BGP either
temporarily (e.g., when the path chosen by BGP is congested)
or always (e.g., BGP selects a path that traverses a longer distance). To tease apart these two cases, for each ⟨PoP, prefix⟩
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Figure 1: Possible median latency improvement by routing
traffic over alternate routes. Positive values mean the bestperforming alternate path has lower latency than BGP’s preferred path.
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Figure 2: Performance difference between peer and transit
(solid blue line), and between private and public exchange
peers (dashed orange line). Usually, transits have performance similar to that of peers, and routes via public exchange have performance similar to those via private interconnections.

pair, we identify the duration for which performance-aware
routing significantly improves performance over BGP. This
viewpoint reveals the following:
• First, as seen in Figure 1, alternate paths usually offer
the same latency as the path chosen by BGP.
• Second, periods of performance degradation on paths
preferred by BGP (relative to a path’s baseline performance) are more prevalent than opportunities to
improve performance by routing over alternate paths.
• Third, most alternate paths which do beat BGP are
consistently better all the time.
Although these observations were made in isolation in the
prior work [24], we note that they collectively suggest the
following takeaway: for many destinations, whenever the
path chosen by BGP experiences congestion, so do other alternative routes. For example, when the destination network
is congested, there are no alternate performant paths, and
it is impossible for dynamic traffic engineering to improve
performance relative to BGP for the (usually few) clients
experiencing congestion in the affected networks.
3.1.2 Direct peering does not fully explain why BGP performs well. Modern content providers peer widely with ASes
hosting many of their clients, allowing them to route much of

their traffic over private network interconnects (PNIs) with
dedicated capacity directly into these “eyeball” ASes [8, 25].
These direct peering paths are preferred over all others by
standard BGP policy. One might hypothesize that the reason
BGP performs well is because these direct paths make it easy
to choose the best-performing path, as the content provider
can avoid congesting the dedicated interconnection [25, 31],
and the traffic quickly enters a network capable of routing it
the whole way to the client. Such routes let a provider invest
(in PoPs and in paid peering) to align policy, capacity, and
performance. Figure 2 compares the difference in median
MinRTT between peer vs transit (solid line) and between
private vs public peers (dashed line). The results show that
(less preferred) alternate routes usually have performance
similar to that of BGP-preferred paths. Capacity limitations
aside, this result suggests that BGP would often perform
roughly as well even if the direct path was not an option.
3.1.3 Open question: What is the impact of a reduced peering footprint? If less preferred paths often perform as well
as more preferred ones, a content provider may be able to
drastically reduce its number of peers without impacting latency. Such a reduction in peerings could provide operational
benefits, as peering with smaller networks can contribute
an outsized amount of headaches due to generally lower operational sophistication (e.g., more frequent route leaks and
outages, less responsive NOCs). Even with access to measurements from a large content provider, it is not realistic
to conduct such a study by temporarily shifting traffic away
from a large number of peerings, as peers would complain if
they suddenly received traffic via costly upstream providers
rather than via the PNI they invested in. A study in emulation would need to properly account for the reduced peering
capacity and accompanying increased likelihood of congestion as the number of route options is reduced. A challenge
common to this and many of the open questions we see is
that they are hard to address from outside of a large content
provider. The PEERING [23] and CloudLab [9] testbeds could
help some, but the community may need new testbeds, new
methodologies, and increased data sharing from industry to
fully understand this important setting.

3.2

BGP’s effectiveness is not limited to
settings where all paths are short

In the data for Figure 1, half the traffic travels an “as the crow
flies” distance of at most 500km, which could be covered in as
little as 5ms RTT. In such a setting, paths may traverse multiple inter-AS links without leaving the metropolitan area or
sometimes even the colocation facility. A possible explanation for BGP’s good performance is that it does well when
most of its options cover very short geographic distances,
but may not otherwise.
To evaluate this explanation, we now consider data from
Microsoft’s analysis of whether DNS-based redirection does
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Figure 4: Improvement over anycast from using DNS redirection to override poor performing anycast.

better than BGP anycast (§2.3.2). This earlier work instrumented millions of Bing search results with JavaScript to
measure from the client to both the anycast address and to a
number of nearby unicast addresses [6]. The authors used
the measurements to unicast addresses to compare anycast
(BGP) performance versus the optimal front-end location
and versus a DNS-redirection scheme.
3.2.1 Performance-aware routing provides little benefit
over BGP anycast. The first takeaway is that, most of the
time, anycast performs as well as the best possible unicast
front-end, but performance is poor in the tail. Figure 3 shows
that, globally, anycast is within 10ms of the best unicast for
70% of all requests. However, the best unicast is at least 100ms
faster for nearly 10% of requests. This figure demonstrates
that while anycast performs well most of the time, there is an
opportunity for improvement using DNS-based redirection
for some clients. However, to realize the full performance improvement seen in Figure 3, a DNS-based redirection system
will need to be oracular and overcome well-known limitations of DNS redirection [5].
In practice, the performance gap is modest. In general,
DNS redirection systems cannot see the IP address of the

requesting client, only of client’s local resolver (LDNS), limiting decisions to a per-LDNS granularity. EDNS Client Subnet
was designed to overcome this limitation [11], but its adoption by ISPs is virtually non-existent (< 0.1% of ASes) outside
of public resolvers [5]. To understand the achievable benefit
of using unicast when anycast directs clients to suboptimal
front-ends, the earlier study mapped each LDNS to either
the best performing unicast front-end or anycast, whichever
earlier measurements predict is better for clients of the LDNS.
The LDNS-predicted optimal and anycast are then measured
side-by-side from Bing clients. Figure 4 shows the difference
in latency between the best predicted (anycast or unicast)
versus anycast for median and 75th percentile. The median
results show latency improvement for 27% of queries but the
prediction did worse than anycast for 17% of queries.
This work shows that anycast directs most clients to the
lowest latency front-end location. While anycast is at least
25ms slower for 20% of requests, DNS redirection schemes
also struggle to direct clients to optimal server locations,
performing worse than anycast (BGP) nearly as often as they
beat it.
3.2.2 Open question: Nature vs. nurture: does BGP perform well because of infrastructure investments that align
policy with performance, or because of (manual) route optimization? Why is it that performance-oblivious BGP anycast performs roughly as well as a measurement-driven,
performance-aware redirection strategy? And how do we
square these results with a recent study claiming that anycast
poorly routes requests to nearby DNS root replicas [18]?
We hypothesize that a content provider is much more
invested in achieving low latency than a DNS root operator (where availability is highest priority) and has more
resources to put into optimizing latency, both in terms of
capital investment and operational effort. CDN operators can
manually “groom” their anycast routing by tweaking their
BGP announcements (e.g., prepending to a particular peer at
a particular location, or adding a BGP community to control
propagation) and by reaching out to other ASes making poor
choices. Sections 3.1 and 3.1.1 suggest little opportunity for
dynamic performance-aware routing, partly because most
paths to a destination tend to degrade together. These results suggest that optimization and grooming of routes can
provide benefit even when done at human timescales. The
measurement study of Microsoft’s CDN captures the performance at a single snapshot of the infrastructure, and after a
certain amount of grooming efforts.
To what degree does each matter—does the performance
stem from the “nature” of the infrastructure—the PoP locations and their interconnections—or from the “nurture” of
operators identifying and fixing poor anycast routes over
time? An interesting future direction is to disentangle these
effects and to develop best practices for grooming anycast.
When designing or expanding a CDN, how should a provider
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decide where to locate PoPs and who to peer with? How well
can the impact of adding a site be predicted? How quickly
does benefit diminish when adding PoPs [10]? As PoPs are
added, the chance of anycast picking a suboptimal one increases, but the number of reasonably performing ones increases. How do those factors relate, and how does grooming
change with PoP density [26]? What is the performance of
an ungroomed prefix versus a groomed one? What are the
best ways to detect routes where opportunity for grooming
exists? If an AS has groomed one prefix, does that carry over
to newly announced prefixes and simplify the process of
grooming them? What techniques exist for grooming, how
effective are they, and how well can their impact be predicted
before announcements are adjusted?

3.3

BGP often works as well as a private
WAN, even over long distances

One might think that BGP works well for an anycast CDN
because its job is easy: it only has to choose a short route
and avoid longer ones. However, even in settings where BGP
has to choose between multiple long paths (§2.3.3), it can
fare admirably well.
We conduct measurements to compare the performance
of Google’s Premium Tier versus Standard Tier networking on routes between Google’s US Central data center and
vantage points around the world. The Premium Tier uses
Google’s private WAN to ingress/egress near the vantage
points, whereas the Standard Tier ingress/egresses near the
data center and traverses the public Internet the rest of the
way. This setting would seem to create a challenge for BGP,
which often selects more circuitous routes than those that
traverse only a single WAN [28]. We further challenge BGP
by restricting ourselves to vantage points whose route to
the Standard Tier includes at least one intermediate AS between the vantage point’s AS and Google, but whose route
to the Premium Tier enters Google directly from the vantage
point’s AS, meaning Google can optimize the Premium Tier
route up to the edge of the vantage point’s AS.
To find such vantage points, we create VMs in Google’s
US Central data center, one each using the Standard and
Premium Tier, and issue measurements to the VMs from
Speedchecker1 vantage points [27]. Speedchecker exposes
an API to issue measurements (e.g., ping, traceroute, HTTP
GET, etc.) based on credits, similar to RIPE Atlas. Our credits
allow us to issue one traceroute and five pings to each of the
VMs 10 times a day from 800 vantage points, which we select daily to rotate across ⟨City, AS⟩ locations over time. We
repeated the measurements over a period of 10 months. The
traceroutes display a stark contrast in the use of Google’s
WAN depending on the networking tier: traceroutes from
80% of vantage points enter Google’s network within 400km
1 Speedchecker

is a global measurement platform deployed in home routers,
PCs, and wireless devices.
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Figure 5: Difference in median latency to Standard Tier minus Premium Tier to VMs hosted in the US-Central data center (the black dot), from vantage points in ASes that peer
directly with Google on the Premium Tier but not on the
Standard Tier. A positive value (green/blue color) indicates
that the Premium Tier (private WAN) performed better, and
a negative value (red/orange color) indicates that the Standard Tier (BGP on public Internet) performed better. Countries without measurements are colored white.

of the vantage point when using the Premium Tier, whereas
only 10% do when using the Standard Tier.2 We selected the
subset that met our criteria (direct Premium path, intermediate AS on Standard path), resulting in 7.5 million pings from
vantage points spread across 17,000 ⟨City, AS⟩ locations, in
ASes hosting 61% of Internet users according to APNIC user
population estimates [3].
3.3.1 BGP routes to Google cloud perform similarly to
Google’s private WAN. This data reveals that the performance
of routes for Standard Tier and Premium Tiers are usually
comparable. Figure 5 shows the difference in median ping
latency per country. Most countries in North America, South
America, and Europe have little (+/- 10ms) difference in median latency when routed via Google’s WAN versus when
routed via BGP on the public Internet. Some countries in
the Middle East and South America have better performance
for Standard Tier (public Internet) routes. Routes that utilize
Google’s private WAN have better performance for most
countries in Asia and Oceania.
3.3.2 Open question: Do private WANs struggle to beat
BGP routes primarily when BGP routes behave like a single
WAN? BGP routes on the public Internet consistently outperform Google’s private WAN for measurements from vantage
points in India. Traceroutes in our dataset, corroborated by
another study [16, 29], reveal why. Google’s WAN carries
traffic from India east across the Pacific Ocean to reach North
America. In contrast, BGP routes on the public Internet enter
a Tier 1 network close to the vantage points, and the Tier 1
network carries the traffic the whole way west via Europe
until it enters Google’s network near the datacenter.
This case study suggests that BGP may perform best when
it selects routes that spend much of their journey on a single large provider, which can optimize routing in a similar
way to (or better than) a cloud provider on its WAN. The
2 We

locate the ingress if we can find a RIPE Atlas probe with a ping RTT of
at most 1ms to the border router, which we can for 72% of our traceroutes.
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concentration of users in certain population centers and the
benefits of colocation in facilities with many other ASes may
lead to large WANs having similar footprints.
A number of questions seem worth investigating. How
similar are the footprints of large providers, and how has this
changed over time? Do Internet paths perform best when
they spend a larger fraction of their journey on a single network, and can regional performance differences be predicted
from topological differences in WANs? Does the public Internet performance observed to Google cloud data centers depend on Google paying Tier 1 providers for high-end service,
or do we observe similar performance to other destinations?
For example, do the Tier 1 networks use late-exit routing for
Google but early-exit routing for others? While Google has
resources and incentives to pay for the highest level of service, it is also possible that a route will often stay on a single
large network for most of the way towards Google simply
as an artifact of standard valley-free BGP policy: no Google
peer will announce a Google prefix to a Tier 1, and so a Tier
1 will only receive the prefix directly from Google or from a
provider of Google. If it receives the prefix from Google, the
Tier 1 will have to carry the traffic to near the data center
where Google announces the prefix. If it receives the prefix
from a provider of Google, the provider likely connects to
the Tier 1 in many locations around the world, and so early
exit from the Tier 1 will result in the other provider carrying
the traffic most of the way.

4

BEYOND MEDIAN PERFORMANCE

The three settings we discussed all found limited latency
penalty to letting BGP policy select routes, and similar results
hold for throughput [24].3 Does this mean that large content
and cloud providers can afford to simply rely upon BGP, and
it is not worth the trouble for them to build sophisticated
routing control systems? To the contrary, it is crucial to
consider that many other factors are at play when evaluating
the quality of routes used to serve clients.
First, although the measurements found that BGP
performed well in the median, BGP underperformed
in a small fraction of cases. The 2–4% of cases when
performance-aware routing could improve performance
by 5+ ms represent hundreds of billions of HTTP sessions
(§3.1). Performance-aware routing or hybrid approaches
[6] may be necessary to claim this “lost” performance. It
is a business (and not technical) assessment of whether
this benefit is worth the cost of building and maintaining
a performance-aware system to replace battle-tested
BGP routing, but the research community would benefit
from a richer understanding of how latency impacts user
experience and user actions [19].
3 We

used Speedchecker to measure goodput of 10MB downloads from
Google’s Premium and Standard Tiers and saw little difference. Results
omitted for space.
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Second, end-to-end latency and throughput are not the
only (or even most important) metrics. Availability is the
primary concern of content and cloud providers. Understanding the impact on availability of the factors discussed in
this paper is a promising area for future research. A private
WAN likely conveys availability advantages over the public
Internet, and Google provides a more expansive availability service-level specification for its WAN-based Premium
Tier networking than its Standard Tier. Anycast provides
resilience against site outages [7, 13] and avoids availability
problems that can be induced by DNS caching [14]; understanding how to trade this benefit off with its more limited
control is an area of ongoing research, as is understanding
how best to design hybrid approaches with the benefits of
both anycast and DNS redirection.
The impact on availability of increased/reduced peering (§3.1.3) also deserves future study. Adding peering
increases route diversity, which may add resilience. However, small peers may be less reliable and cause more
issues (§3.1.3), plus a larger fraction of the capacity to a
small peer may be concentrated on a single interconnection
or router as compared to the redundant capacity to large
providers [25], and so a failure can have an outsized impact.
Further, if most problems are on the last mile or other shared
portions of routes (§3.1.1), route diversity does not help
to avoid them. However, adding peering can also increase
capacity; paths that perform well when carrying a fraction
of the traffic to an ISP may not be able to handle the full
load served from a large content provider.
Finally, splitting TCP connections provides latency benefits over long distances [12]; an interesting area for study is
how this benefit varies if the backend of the split connection
is over a private WAN [12] versus the public Internet, as it
traditionally was for Akamai before its recent WAN buildout.

5

CONCLUSION

This work re-examined BGP’s reputation for poor performance on the Internet by highlighting results from three recent studies of large content provider networks that demonstrate only minor latency gains from using sophisticated
policies and traffic engineering compared to standard Internet routing. Building on results contrasting BGP and
performance-aware approaches such as PoP selection for
content delivery, egress traffic engineering, and private WAN,
we presented hypotheses for why it is difficult to outperform
BGP on today’s Internet. We outlined a research agenda to
drive a deeper understanding of Internet routing.
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